Abstract-In VP9 video codec, the sizes of blocks are decided during encoding by recursively partitioning 64×64 superblocks using rate-distortion optimization (RDO). This process is computationally intensive because of the combinatorial search space of possible partitions of a superblock. Here, we propose a deep learning based alternative framework to predict the intramode superblock partitions in the form of a four-level partition tree, using a hierarchical fully convolutional network (H-FCN). We created a large database of VP9 superblocks and the corresponding partitions to train an H-FCN model, which was subsequently integrated with the VP9 encoder to reduce the intramode encoding time. The experimental results establish that our approach speeds up intra-mode encoding by 69.7% on average, at the expense of a 1.71% increase in the Bjøntegaard-Delta bitrate (BD-rate). While VP9 provides several built-in speed levels which are designed to provide faster encoding at the expense of decreased rate-distortion performance, we find that our model is able to outperform the fastest recommended speed level of the reference VP9 encoder for the good quality intra encoding configuration, in terms of both speedup and BD-rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION
V P9 has been developed by Google [1] as an alternative to mainstream video codecs such as H.264/AVC [2] and High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [3] standards. VP9 is supported in many web browsers and on Android devices, and is used by online video streaming service providers such as Netflix and YouTube.
As compared to both its predecessor, VP8 [4] and H.264/AVC video codecs, VP9 allows larger prediction blocks, up to size 64 × 64, which results in a significant improvement in coding efficiency. In VP9, sizes of prediction blocks are decided by a recursive splitting of non-overlapping spatial units of size 64 × 64, called superblocks. This recursive partition takes place at four hierarchical levels, possibly down to 4 × 4 blocks, through a search over the possible partitions at each level, guided by a rate-distortion optimization (RDO) process. The Coding tree units (CTUs) in HEVC, which are analogous to VP9's superblocks, have the same default maximum size of 64 × 64 and minimum size of 8 × 8, which can be further split into smaller partitions (4 × 4 in the intraprediction case). However, while HEVC intra-prediction only supports partitioning a block into four square quadrants, VP9 S. Paul and A. C. Bovik are with the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, 78712 USA (email: somdyuti@utexas.edu, bovik@ece.utexas.edu).
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This work is supported by Netflix Inc. intra-prediction also allows rectangular splits. Thus, there are four partition choices at each of the four levels of the VP9 partition tree for each block at that level: no split, horizontal split, vertical split and four-quadrant split. This results in a combinatorial complexity of the partition search space since the square partitions can be split further. A diagram of the recursive partition structure of VP9 is shown in the Fig. 1 .
Although the large search space of partitions in VP9 is instrumental to achieve its rate-distortion (RD) performance, it causes the RDO based search to incur more computational overhead as compared to VP8 or H.264/AVC, making the encoding process slower. Newer video codecs, such as AV1 [5] and future Versatile Video Coding (VVC) [6] , allow for prediction units of sizes from 128 × 128 to 4 × 4, giving rise to even deeper partition trees. As ultra high-definition (UHD) videos become more popular, the need for faster encoding algorithms will only escalate. One important way to approach this issue is to reduce the computational complexity of the RDO-based partition search in video coding.
While state of the art performances in visual data processing technologies, such as computer vision, rely heavily on deep learning, mainstream video coding and compression technology remains dominated by traditional block-based hybrid codecs. However, deep learning based image compression techniques such as [7] - [9] are also being actively explored, and have shown promise. A few of such image based deep learning techniques have also been extended to video compression with promising results [10] - [12] . A second category arXiv:1906.06476v1 [eess.IV] 15 Jun 2019 of work uses deep learning to enhance specific aspects of video coding, such as block prediction [13] , [14] , motion compensation [15] , [16] , in-loop filtering [17] - [19] , and rate control [20] , with the objective of improving the efficiency of specific coding tools. Given these developments, there is a possibility of a future paradigm shift in the domain of video coding towards deep learning based techniques. Our present work is motivated by the success of deep learningbased techniques such as [21] , [22] , on the current and highly practical task of predicting the HEVC partition quad-trees.
In this paper, we take a step in this direction by developing a method of predicting VP9 intra-mode superblock partitions in a novel bottom-up way, by employing a hierarchical fully convolutional network (H-FCN). Unlike previous methods of HEVC partition prediction, which recursively split blocks starting with the largest prediction units, our method predicts block merges recursively, starting with the smallest possible prediction units, which are 4 × 4 blocks in VP9. By taking a bottom-up approach optimized using an H-FCN model we are able to achieve better performance with a much smaller network than [22] . By integrating the trained model with the reference VP9 encoder, we are able to substantially speed up intra-mode encoding at a reasonably low RD cost, as measured by the Bjøntegaard delta bitrate (BD-rate) [23] , which quantifies differences in bitrate at a fixed encoding quality level relative to another reference encode. Our method also surpasses the higher speed levels of VP9 in terms of speedup, while maintaining a lower BD-rate as we show in the experimental results.
The main steps of our work presented in this paper can be summarized as follows:
1) We created a large and diverse database of VP9 intra encoded superblocks and their corresponding partition trees using video content from the Netflix library. 2) We developed a fast H-FCN model that efficiently predicts VP9 intra-mode superblock partition trees using a bottom-up approach. 3) We integrated the trained H-FCN model with the VP9 encoder to demonstrably speed up intra-mode encoding. The source code of our model implementation, including the modifications made to the reference VP9 decoder and encoder for creating the database of superblock partitions, and using the trained H-FCN model for faster intra encoding, respectively, is available online at [24] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review earlier works relevant to the current task. Section III describes the VP9 partition database that we created to drive our deep learning approach. Section IV elaborates the proposed method. Experimental results are presented in Section V. Finally, we draw conclusions and provide directions for future work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The earliest machine learning based methods that were designed to infer the block partition structures of coded videos from pixel data relied heavily on feature design. A decision tree based approach was used to predict HEVC partition quadtrees for intra frames from features derived from the first and second order block moments in [25] , reportedly achieving a 28% reduction in computational complexity along with 0.6% increase in BD-rate. Using a support vector machine (SVM) classifier on features derived from measurements of the variance, color and gradient distributions of blocks, a 36.8% complexity reduction was gained against a 3% increase in BDrate in [26] , on the screen content coding extension of HEVC in the intra-mode.
With the advent of deep learning techniques in recent years, significant further breakthroughs were achieved [21] , [22] , [27] . In [21] , a parallel convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture was employed to reduce HEVC intra encoding time by 61.1% at the expense of a 2.67% increase in BD-rate. Three separate CNN models were used to learn the three-level intra-mode partition structure of HEVC in [27] , obtaining an average savings of 62.2% of encoding time against a BDrate increase of 2.12%. This approach was extended in [22] to reduce the encoding time of both intra and inter modes using a combination of a CNN with a long short-term memory (LSTM) architecture. This approach reduced the average intramode encoding time by 56.9-66.5% against an increase of 2.25% in BD-rate, while in the inter mode, a 43.8%-62.9% average reduction was obtained versus an increase of 1.50% in BD-rate.
However, there has been little work reported on the related problem of reducing the computational complexity of RDO based superblock partition decisions in VP9, and even less work employing machine learning techniques. A multi-level SVM based early termination scheme for VP9 block partitioning was adopted in [28] , which reduced encoding time by 20-25% against less than a 0.03% increase in BD-rate in the inter mode. Although superblock partition decisions using RDO consume bulk of the compute expense of intra-mode encoding in VP9, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no prior work on predicting the complete partition trees of VP9 superblocks.
The problem of VP9 superblock partition prediction is a hierarchical decision process, which involves choosing one of four types of partitions for each block, at every level of the partition tree. A hierarchical structure was introduced in [29] , using a two-level CNN that was trained to perform coarse-to-fine category classification, achieving improvements in the classification accuracy. Based on similar principles, [30] extended the hierarchical classification approach to more than two levels, using a branched CNN model with multiple output layers yielding coarse-to-fine category predictions. The ability of these architectures to capture the hierarchical relationships inherent in visual data motivates our model design. At the same time, unlike global image tasks such as classification, inferring partition trees from superblock pixels is a spatially dense prediction task. For example, on a 64 × 64 superblock, there can be a maximum of 64 8 × 8 blocks whose partitions are to be inferred. This means that as many as 64 localized predictions must be made on a 64×64 superblock at the lowest level of the partition tree.
Fully convolutional networks (FCNs) have been shown to perform remarkably well on a variety of other spatially dense prediction tasks, such as semantic segmentation [31] , [32] , depth estimation [33] , saliency detection [34] , object detection [35] , visual tracking [36] and dense captioning [37] . Moreover, convolution layers are typically faster than fully connected layers for similar input and output sizes. Likewise, we have found that the H-FCN model that we have developed and explain here imparts the ability to simultaneously handle hierarchical prediction and dense prediction with significant speedup.
III. VP9 INTRA-MODE SUPERBLOCK PARTITION DATABASE
In order to facilitate a data-driven training of our H-FCN model, we constructed a large database of VP9 intra encoded superblocks, corresponding QP values, and partition trees. In the absence of a publicly available superblock database for VP9 similar to the one developed in [22] for HEVC CTU partitions, this was a necessary first step for our work.
A. Partition Tree Representation
Since the number of possible partition trees of a superblock is too large to be represented as distinct classes in a multiclass classification problem, we need a simple and concise description of the partition tree to ensure effective learning. The partition tree representation we adopt is similar to [22] , but represents block merges instead of splits to facilitate bottom-up prediction. In our approach, the partition tree is represented by four matrices M 0 , · · · , M 3 that correspond to the four levels of the VP9 partition tree. An example of a superblock partition tree is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The four possible merges of the blocks at each level (including the possibility of no merge) are indicated by the numbers 0 to 3 as shown in the Fig. 2 . Each element of the matrices indicates the type of merge of the group of four blocks corresponding to that element's location at that level. For example, each element of the 8×8 matrix M 0 indicates how the four 4 × 4 blocks at corresponding locations are merged at level 0. Similarly, M 1 , M 2 and M 3 represent merges of non-overlapping groups of four 8 × 8, 16 × 16 and 32×32 blocks, respectively, at the higher levels. We denote the partition tree of a superblock by P = {M 0 , · · · , M 3 }. This succinct representation allows us to formulate the problem as a multi-level, multi-class classification task, with 4 levels, and 4 classes corresponding to each matrix element.
B. Database Creation
Our database was created using content from the Netflix video catalog, encoded using the reference VP9 encoder from the libvpx package [38] , in VP9 profile 0 (8 bits/sample and 4:2:0 chroma subsampling), using speed level 1 and the quality setting good. The contents were drawn from 89 cinematic productions and 17 television episodes, each from a unique television series. The contents selected were drawn from different genres, such as action, drama, animation, etc.
We encoded each content at three resolutions: 1920 × 1080, 1280×720 and 960×540. The partition pattern selected by the RDO on each superblock depends on both its visual content, as well as the QP value chosen for that superblock. Thus, we modified the VP9 decoder from the libvpx package to record the computed partition tree P of each superblock, in the form described in Section III-A, along with the corresponding QP value Q while decoding the intra frames of the VP9 encoded bitstreams.
In order to obtain the raw pixel data corresponding to the superblocks of each VP9 encoded video, the source videos were converted to a YCbCr 4:2:0 8-bit representation, then downsampled to the encode resolution via Lanczos resampling, if the source and the encode were at different resolutions. Following this process, the luma channels of non-overlapping 64 × 64 blocks were extracted from the source frames at the encode resolution. Denote this superblock pixel data by S. Thus, each sample of our database may be expressed by a tuple (S, Q, P). If the frame width or height (or both) is not exactly divisible by 64, the VP9 encoder zero pads the frame boundaries to construct superblocks of size 64 × 64 at the boundaries during encoding. However, we excluded the boundary superblocks with partial zero padding from our database.
The HEVC intra-mode partition database [22] is limited to only 4 QP values. By contrast, our database encompasses internal QP values in the range 8-105, where the internal QP value range for VP9 is 0-255 (the corresponding external QP value range is 0-63). The range of QP values used in our database is a practical range used for encoding intra frames in adaptive streaming, where rather than using higher QP values to stream videos at low target bitrates, a lower resolution video is streamed, which is suitably upsampled later at the viewers' end [39] . Furthermore, the content of the HEVC intra-mode partition database of [22] is limited to 2000 images. We believe that utilizing frames drawn from a diverse collection of real video content and a range of practical QP values better supports the development of improved partition prediction models.
We divided our database into training and validation sets, as summarized in Table I , where the letters M and E indicate cinematic "movies" and television "episodes," respectively. Table I also specifies the percentage of computer graphics image (CGI) content in each set. Although the superblocks database of Netflix content cannot be made publicly available (due to the content licenses), we do provide the code for the modified VP9 decoder at [24] , which can be used to generate a similar database from a set of VP9 encoded bitstreams and their original source videos. IV. PROPOSED METHOD As mentioned earlier, in our approach the partition tree is constructed in a bottom-up manner, where merges of the smallest possible blocks, which are of size 4 × 4 in VP9, are predicted first at the lowest level of the partition tree, followed by merge predictions on larger blocks at the upper levels. This is unlike the coarse-to-fine approaches used in many image analysis applications, but it is well-motivated here. The intuition behind this strategy is that, since the smaller blocks are more spatially localized, low-level local features, such as edges and corners that are learned by the early layers of a CNN, should be adequate to predict the merge types of 4 × 4 blocks i.e. the partition types of 8 × 8 blocks. The most notable benefit of this approach is that early prediction of the merge types of the smaller blocks at the lower levels of the partition tree, saves computation time and network parameters that can instead be invested in predicting the merge types of larger blocks at the upper levels, on which the CNN needs to learn more complex patterns. This allows us to design a deeper network for the higher levels, having many fewer trainable parameters than for example, the ETH-CNN of [22] with three parallel branches and 1 287 189 trainable parameters, which uses just three convolutional layers at each level of prediction, despite the larger number of trainable parameters. A deeper network is able to learn additional levels of hierarchical abstractions of the data, which is relevant in the context of hierarchical partition prediction in VP9.
A. H-FCN architecture
The architecture of our H-FCN model is shown in Fig.  3 . It consists of four output branches and a trunk from which the branches emanate. This branched architecture is similar to [30] . However, unlike [30] , our model is fully convolutional and uses a bottom up prediction scheme. The inputs to the model are the superblocks S and corresponding QP values Q. The trunk has a conventional CNN structure with convolutional layers followed by rectified linear unit (ReLU) nonlinearities [40] and using batch normalization [41] . Also 2×2 max pooling is applied following every two convolutional layers in the trunk. The outputs of the model are the matrices M 0 , · · · M 3 which constitute the partition tree P. Each branch predicts one matrix from the lowest to the highest level of the partition tree, as shown in Fig. 3 .
The input to each branch are the features produced by the convolutional layers processed by ReLU, batch normalization and max pooling at each depth of the trunk. At the first layer of each branch, a convolutional layer having filters with spatial kernel dimensions of 4 × 4 and stride 4 is used, making it possible to isolate the features corresponding to adjacent blocks at that level. The QP value is fed at the input of the second convolutional layer of each branch by concatenating a matrix of identical elements of value Q to the output of the first convolutional layer (after ReLU and batch normalization operations). The size of this matrix at each branch is chosen to match the spatial dimensions of the output of the first convolutional layer of that branch, which allows the two to be concatenated along their third dimension. Since the features that correspond to adjacent blocks are isolated by the first convolutional layer of each branch, feeding in QP value input in this manner also ensures that there is a copy of the QP value corresponding to the prediction of each block at the subsequent layers of that level. Unlike CNNs that make global predictions using fully connected output layers, we need to make structured local predictions at each branch, except for the last one (at the topmost level of the partition tree). The subsequent output layers of these branches are designed as convolutional layers having 1 × 1 × M filters, where M is the "depth" dimension of the input to the layers. This design serves to maintain isolation between features that correspond to adjacent blocks by forming local connections to the outputs of the previous layers. At the last branch, the spatial dimension of the input to the first 1 × 1 convolutional layer is also 1 × 1, which makes it functionally equivalent to a fully connected layer. Finally, the output of the last 1 × 1 convolutional layer of each branch is fed to a softmax function, yielding a set of class probabilities.
Using 1 × 1 × M convolutions on the features derived from each block at particular convolutional layer of each branch, is akin to having a fully connected layer (in the "depth" dimension) for every block at the same level while sharing the weights. This design has two important consequences. First, it increases the inference and training speed as compared to using fully connected layers because of the greatly reduced number of connections. Second, it further speeds up convergence during training by reducing the number of trainable parameters and by "augmenting" the data, since blocks of the same size but at different spatial locations within a superblock are used to train the convolution parameters.
It should be noted that, although we experimented with larger model architectures, we found the architecture of Fig. 3 to be best suited to the task, as elaborated later in Section V. We will refer to the model as shown in Fig. 3 as the "H-FCN model" in the rest of the paper, unless stated otherwise.
B. Loss Function
Since there are four possible types of merges for each group of four blocks at each level, predicting the elements of the matrices M 0 , · · · , M 3 is a multi-class classification with four classes. By slicing each of the four matrices into their constituent elements, we obtain a total of 85 outputs. A categorical cross-entropy loss is then applied to each output: where N is the batch size, K = 4 is the number of classes, w represents the weights of the network, and p q i,j (w) is the softmax probability of the i th sample, predicted for the j th class at the q th output of the network. The net loss of the network is then L(w) = 85 p=1 L q (w).
C. Integration with VP9 Encoder
We integrated the trained H-FCN model with the reference VP9 encoder implementation, available in the libvpx package [38] . By this integration, we replaced the RDO based partition search of the VP9 encoder with the H-FCN model prediction, which, as it turns out, makes intra encoding much faster.
Since the different levels of the superblock partition are modeled independently of one another, the predictions of any two adjacent levels might be mutually inconsistent, producing an invalid partition tree. For example, a "full merge" may be predicted for a group of four 16 × 16 blocks at level 2, whereas the four 8 × 8 subblocks within one of these 16 × 16 blocks can be predicted to have no merge in level 1. This is inconsistent, because in this case the merger of four 16 × 16 blocks indicates that a 32 × 32 block is not split, and thus the 16 × 16 subblocks within it cannot have a split either, although a split is required by the "no merge" prediction of the corresponding group of 8 × 8 blocks. Thus, it may be necessary to correct the predictions in P to obtain a valid partition tree that can be used while encoding. We devised a top-down correction procedure that is illustrated in Fig. 4 , where the colored regions are inconsistent with predictions at other levels. Consistency is enforced between adjacent levels by correcting any of the other three merge predictions to "full merge," at all such blocks at the lower of the two levels enclosed by a larger block predicted to have "full merge" at the higher level. Beginning with level 2, predictions at each level are successively corrected to be consistent with its corrected next higher level in this manner. In other words, first M 2 at level 2 is corrected to be consistent with M 3 ; let the corrected matrix at level 2 be M 2 . At the next step, M 1 is corrected to be consistent with M 2 to obtain M 1 and so on. At the end of this procedure, we have P = {M 3 , M 2 , M 1 , M 0 }, where P is a valid partition tree.
Although the predictions made by the H-FCN are independent at each level, they were found to be remarkably consistent across levels. Our experiments revealed that only about 5.17% of the predicted superblock partition trees from the validation set were inconsistent, and thus needed the aforementioned correction. This suggests that although the consistency requirement was not explicitly enforced, the H-FCN model implicitly learns to make consistent merge predictions most of the time. The motivation behind our choice of the inconsistency correction approach is explained in Section V-D.
Predictions in P are then ordered to form a preorder traversal of the partition tree from left to right and top to bottom, which corresponds to the order in which the blocks are encoded in VP9. The predictions thus ordered are then recursively used to replace the RDO module of the encoder to decide the partitions of all the superblocks except those extending beyond frame boundaries. Since these boundary cases were not included in our database, we simply invoke the RDO module to encode them.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to experimentally evaluate the performance of our H-FCN model relative to RDO, we compared the encoding time and RD performance of the two approaches on a set of test video sequences at three different resolutions. To further validate the efficacy of our approach, we also extended the comparison to include the highest recommended speed level of VP9 for our encoding configuration (cpu-used 4 at good quality).
A. System Settings
We developed and trained our H-FCN model using Tensorflow (version 1.12) with the Keras API. The model was trained on a system with an Intel Core i7-6700K CPU @4 GHz, with 8 cores and 32 GB RAM running a 64 bit Ubuntu 16.04 operating system. The training was accelerated with a Nvidia Titan X Pascal GPU with 12 GB of memory.
Since the loss is not calculated during inference, the matrix slicing operation to generate multiple outputs is unnecessary, and removing it reduces the inference time by a significant fraction in our Keras implementation. Thus, we removed the slicing layers during inference as indicated by the dashed box in Fig. 3 , directly obtaining the matrices M 0 , · · · , M 3 as the network outputs. The trained Keras model was then converted to a Tensorflow computation graph prior to deployment in the VP9 encoder. Integration of the trained model with the reference VP9 encoder was done using libvpx version 1.6.0, which is same as the one used to encode the VP9 bitstreams to create the partition trees in our database. Since the libvpx implementation of VP9 is in C language, we used the Tensorflow C API, which was compiled with support for optimizations that use Intel's Math Kernel Library for Deep Neural Networks. This enabled us to seamlessly embed our model within the VP9 encoder. The Tensorflow C API was also found to be considerably faster than both Keras and Tensorflow's native Python API for inference, which is an added advantage of this choice. While a GPU was used for training, all encoding tests were performed without a GPU on a single core Intel Core i7-7500U CPU @2.70GHz with 8 GB of RAM running 64 bit Ubuntu 16.04.
B. Training Details and Hyperparameters
The H-FCN model as depicted in Fig. 3 has 26 336 trainable parameters and executes 54 610 floating point operations (FLOPs) per sample. We also experimented with two larger versions of the model, having 336 608 and 70 408 trainable parameters, which were identical to that in Fig. 3 , except that we used a larger number of filters in certain layers. 1 . The number of training and validation samples are as mentioned in Table I . The H-FCN model was trained with a batch size of 128 using the Adam optimizer [42] , with a step size of 0.001 for over 10 7 iterations. The weights of each layer were initialized with randomly drawn samples from uniform distributions determined by the size of the inputs to each layer [43] . Fig. 5 illustrates the variation of the training and validation losses of the H-FCN model against the number of training iterations, where the validation loss was evaluated on 
10
5 samples from the validation set at the end of every 1000 iterations.
C. Prediction Performance
We evaluated the prediction accuracy of the trained model on the validation set. The average accuracies of the model at the four levels of prediction were evaluated on 10 5 randomly drawn samples of the validation set, and are summarized in Table II . The corresponding performance on an equal number of random samples from the training set is also provided for reference.
In Table II , we also include the performance results of the two larger models with 336 608 and 70 408 parameters respectively, to show that our model design allows for smaller architectures with no significant impairment of prediction accuracy. From Table II , we observe that the maximum decline in accuracy on the validation set between the largest and the smallest models was 1.13%, which occured at level 2. The impact of this decline in accuracy on the BD-rate is examimed in Section V-D. Although direct comparisons against similar models developed for HEVC [22] are difficult since both the codec and the database are different, as a reference, it is worth noting that we were able to achieve better accuracy, on average, with a much smaller model. The ETH-CNN model [22] which has 1 287 189 parameters, achieved an average accuracy of 85.94% across all levels (90.98%, 86.42% and 80.42%, respectively at the three levels of the HEVC quadtree from top to bottom), whereas our H-FCN model, with only 26 336 parameters, achieved a prediction accuracy of 87.51% averaged across all four levels. This improvement can be attributed to the hierarchical prediction strategy and the deeper architecture of our model, as discussed in Section IV. The partitions predicted by the H-FCN model are visualized in Fig. 6 , against the corresponding ground truth partitions, on four randomly selected superblocks encoded at different QP values from the validation set, with the 64 × 64 superblocks shown enlarged for visual clarity. These visualizations serve to demonstrate that the global structure and density of the superblock partitions predicted by our H-FCN model are in good agreement with ground truth, although some local blocks may be partitioned differently between the two. 
D. Encoding Performance
Although the encoding time can be reduced by predicting the block partitions using a trained model instead of conducting RDO-based exhaustive search, the RD performance of learned models may suffer due to incorrect partition predictions. Thus, to evaluate the performance of our trained model, it is also necessary to assess its RD performance with respect to that of the reference RDO. Accordingly, we encoded several test video sequences with the original VP9 encoder using the RDO based partition search, and also with the modified VP9 encoder using the integrated H-FCN model to conduct partition prediction. The test video sequences were obtained as raw videos from multiple publicly available sources commonly used for evaluating video codecs. 2 All of the test sequences were converted to the YCbCr 4:2:0 8-bit format prior to encoding. The lengths of the sequences varied between 254 to 570 frames. Sequences which were originally longer were clipped to less than 550 frames (the number of frames used for each test sequence are reported in Table III ). As mentioned earlier in Section III-B, our model was jointly trained on three different spatial resolutions. For each resolution, the test sequences chosen were at the same or higher resolution. The sequences that were originally at higher resolutions were downsampled to the required resolution using Lanczos resampling.
A set of five internal QP values {15, 31, 47, 70, 99} (corresponding to external QP values of {20, 30, 35, 40, 45} respectively) was selected to represent a practical quality range of intra-frames used in adaptive streaming. Each sequence was then encoded at these five QP values in one pass, using constant quality intra-mode, one tile per frame, speed level 1 and the good quality setting. These settings were chosen to be compatible with the encoding configuration used for our database, as mentioned in Section III-B, although our model is equally amenable to be trained for other configurations and can be parallelized over multiple tiles. The RDO based VP9 encoder at these settings thus formed the baseline for our approach. We used the same encoding settings as the baseline for the modified encoder with the integrated H-FCN model.
The percentage speedup of our method with respect to the RDO baseline for a test sequence is calculated as:
where T RDO and T H-FCN are the total times taken to encode the sequence at all five QP values with the RDO baseline encoder and the H-FCN integrated encoder, respectively. Thus, a positive value of ∆T represents a speedup with respect to the RDO. To measure the RD performance, we also computed the BD-rate relative to the RDO baseline, using peak signalto-noise ratio (PSNR) as the distortion metric. ters. The test videos in Table III comprise 30 distinct contents, equally divided between the three resolutions. In Table III , the first sequences of the 1920 × 1080 and 1280 × 720 categories as well as the first two sequences of the 540×960 category are CGI content. As would be expected, the smallest model, with just 26 336 parameters, achieved the highest speedup over all the test videos. Although the model with 336 608 parameters achieved the highest accuracy on the validation set, we observe that for some test sequences, the smaller models achieved lower BD-rate values. The overall BD-rates achieved by the three models were 1.49%, 1.53% and 1.71%. The smallest model was thus found to maintain a reasonable BD-rate, while achieving the most speedup. All analysis we provide in rest of the paper, was conducted using the smallest H-FCN model having 26 336 parameters.
Continuing our informal comparison with [22] in Section V-C, it is interesting to note that our approach achieves a higher speedup at a lower BD-rate for VP9, than [22] does for HEVC in intra-mode. When the method of [22] was applied to encode video sequences in intra-mode, an average speedup of 61.8% was reported over four QP values (22, 27, 32 and 37) yielding an aggregate BD-rate increase of 2.25%, as compared to the overall average speedup 69.7% achieved by our method with an increase of 1.71% in BD-rate, when encoded at the external QPs values mentioned earlier. It should be noted that the range of quantization levels that can be set while encoding is 0-51 for HEVC whereas it is 0-63 for VP9. Thus, although the quantization levels chosen in the two cases are somewhat different, with [22] being evaluated at higher quantization levels, we believe that the range of QP values chosen in our experiments is better suited for the adaptive streaming, where low target bitrates are achieved by streaming at lower resolutions instead of using higher QP values [39] . We also evaluated the performance trade-off achieved by the top down inconsistency correction scheme described in Section IV-C, by exploring an alternative approach of resolving inconsistencies, whereby the RDO was invoked to decide the partitioning of a superblock if its predicted partition tree was determined to be inconsistent. Among all approaches that could be devised to handle inconsistencies, assigning superblocks having inconsistent partition predictions to the RDO in this manner would ensure the best performance in terms of BD-rate, albeit at the possible expense of a decline in the speedup achieved. This trade-off is summarized in Table IV , in terms of average BD-rate and speedup of our inconsistency correction approach against that obtained when the RDO is employed to resolve inconsistencies, for each of the three resolutions considered in our work. Thus, by using the RDO to handle inconsistencies, an overall improvement of 0.4% in BD-rate was achieved at the expense of a 6.3% reduction in speedup on the sequences tested. Naturally, the improvement in RD performance that can be achieved by any other correction scheme is upper bounded by 0.4%, and more sophisticated correction approaches such as those based on prediction probabilities indeed achieved negligible gains. Thus, due to its simplicity, we found that the top down approach described in Section IV-C to be a good choice for inconsistency correction.
E. Comparison with VP9 Speed Levels
The VP9 encoder provides speed control settings which allow skipping certain RDO search options and using early termination for faster encoding at the expense of RD performance. Thus, it essentially works towards the same goal as our H-FCN based partition prediction design. VP9 has 9 speed levels designated by the numerals 0-8. To use a particular speed level, the cpu-used parameter is set to the corresponding number while encoding. The recommended speed levels for best and good quality settings, are 0-4, whereas levels 5-8 are reserved for use with the realtime quality setting. Speed level 0 is the slowest and is rarely used in practice, whereas speed level 1 provides a good quality versus speed trade-off. 3 As already pointed out earlier in this section, speed level 1 with the good quality setting is the baseline for our method, and the fastest encoding for this configuration occurs by setting the speed level to 4.
The experimental results in Table in III show that our method is 69.7% faster than the baseline, with an increase of 1.71% in BD-rate in intra-mode. However, any approach that claims to accelerate VP9 encoding is only useful in practice if it performs better than the available speed control setting. Thus, we compared the performance of our model with that of speed level 4, which is the fastest speed level of VP9 intended for this configuration (i.e. with the good quality setting). Table V summarizes the speed ups, BD-rates, and BD-PSNRs of our method and those of speed level 4, where all quantities were computed with respect to the baseline. The results in Table V reveal that on the sequences tested, our H-FCN based approach achieved a 4.3% higher speedup on average than did the RDO at speed level 4, while incurring 1.44% smaller BD-rate penalty. Speed level 4 suffered an average BD-PSNR decrease of -0.18 dB, as compared to -0.11 dB by our method. Our learned model delivers greater speedup, while also yielding better RD performance than the available speed control setting of the VP9 codec operating in intra-mode. The computational efficiency of the H-FCN model, combined with the effectiveness of the partitions that it predicts while maintaining good RD performance, implies that it better optimizes this important trade-off than does the VP9 speed control mechanism.
Our approach consistently surpasses the RDO at speed level 4 in terms of speedup achieved over the common baseline, across the practical range of QP values for adaptive streaming considered in our work. To emphasize this point further, Fig.  7 plots the net speedup achieved on the test videos against the QP values, for each of the three spatial resolutions considered. In every instance, the net speedup obtained by using the speed level 4 setting of the VP9 encoder fell below that achieved by our system, over all QP values, although at 540p resolution and QP value of 99, it was very close to that of our method. This strongly supports the utility of our method for practical encoding scenarios that use a range of QP values, rather than a few specific ones. 
VI. CONCLUSION
We have developed and explained a deep learning based partition prediction method for VP9 superblocks, that is implemented using a hierarchical fully convolutional network. We constructed a large database of VP9 superblocks and corresponding partitions on real streaming video content from the Netflix library, which we used to train the H-FCN model. The trained model was found to produce consistent partition trees yielding good prediction accuracy on VP9 superblocks. By integrating the trained H-FCN model into the VP9 encoder, we were able to show that VP9 intra-mode encoding time can be reduced by 69.7% on average, at the cost of an increase of 1.71% in BD-rate, by using the partitions predicted by the model, instead of invoking an RDO-based partition search during encoding. Further, by selectively employing the RDO to decide the partitions of superblocks that are predicted with inconsistent partitions, the BD-rate was reduced to 1.31% with a corresponding speedup of 63.4%. The experiments we conducted comparing our model against the fastest recommended speed level of VP9 for the good quality setting, further corroborated its effectiveness relative to the faster speed settings available in the reference encoder. This strongly suggests that the framework developed here offers an attractive alternative approach to accelerate VP9 intra-prediction partition search. We also believe that our approach is applicable to other video codecs, such as HEVC and AV1, that employ hierarchical block partitioning at multiple levels.
An immediate next step is to extend our approach to the prediction of inter-mode superblock partitions, a task which encounters the additional challenge of spatiotemporal inference. Further, computing the partition tree, as well as other decisions made by the RDO, may be perceptually suboptimal, since they are generally driven by the goal of optimizing the mean squared error (MSE) with respect to the reference video. Since the MSE is generally a poor indicator of the perceptual quality of images and videos [44] , other more perceptually relevant criteria could be considered. By instead optimizing the partition decision process in terms of a suitable perceptual quality model like SSIM [45] , MS-SSIM [46] , VIF [47] , ST-RRED [48] , or VMAF [49] , [50] , RD performance could potentially be further improved, which is a direction that we intend to explore as part of our future work. Finally, it is also interesting to extend this approach to optimize the AV1 codec, which, due to its even deeper partition tree, and more computationally intensive RDO search process, could benefit even more from the speedup offered by our system model.
